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Treasury during the year 1827, $22,606,297
07.
And, with the balance of the Treasury on
the 31st of Dec. 1826, of $6,358,686 18, an ag
gregate of $28,964,976 25.
The expenditures of the three first quar
ters of the year 1827 are estimated to have
amounted to $17,895,390 96.
And the expenditures of the fourth quar
ter are estimated at $4,800,000 06. Making
the total expenditure of the year 1827, $22,695,390 97.
And leaving in the Treasury on the first of
January, 1828, an estimated balance of $6,269,585 29.
The conclusion of the report, contains the
estimates for the next year, as follows :
“ The gross amount of duties which accru
ed on imports and tonnage from the 1st of
to the 30th of Sept, last, is estimated
5 January
$21,226,000. The gross amount that will
12iI at
accrue for the last quarter of the year is es
19 timated at 5,774,000, making an aggregate of
26 27,000,000 for the entire year.
“ The debentures for drawbacks issued
during the three first quarters of the year,
2 amounted to $3,381,942 79, and the amount
on the 30th of Sept, was $2,516,9 outstanding
966 45 ; of which $1,245,057 17 are chargea
16 ble upon the revenue of 1828,
23 “ The amount of duty bonds in suit on the
30th of Sept, last, was $4,136,812 64 which is
more by 128,929 86 than was in suit on the
1 same day of the year preceding.
8 “ In estimating the probable amount of du
that will be received as compared with
15 ties
the gross amount secured on the importations
22 of the year, the necessary deductions are to
29 be made, net only for drawbacks, but for the
expenses of collection, and various losses that
may happen. Making what is judged to be
a full allowance on all these accounts, for the
occasion, the receipts from the cus12 I1 present
toms in 1828, are estimated at $20,372,700 00
19 Those from the sales of the
26 public lands are estimated at 1,400,000 00
From the bank dividends,
420,000 00
And from all other sources,
107,300 00

NO. 32.

Washington, would tend, in their opin-1 While pointing out to his friend thé
ion, to shorten the period of thè war. j profile of the country, the face of thè
But the undertaking was difficult : there latter v^aS often turhed the opposite
JAMES K. REMICH,
were always advanced guards to cover way, seemingly engrossed in another
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
the American Commander, and there object immediately behind the housed
was no mode of discovering his visits, He was not mistaken: it was a troop
except by winning over someone of seemingly of British horse, were de
(72
the family. The friend whom the Gen scending a distant hill, winding through v
4 OHRSJ onbeings
O a
eral
visited was once thought to have â labyrinth of numerous projections
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In the Report of Mr. Secretary Barbour, espoused thé interests of the British ; and trees, until they were seen galloping
u Ü C/2
on provij
u M cn
he renews an expression of his entire satis but he had taken a decided stand in through the valley below.—and then
ice 4 cents-lttèrej
faction at the moral and military condition of favor of America, and though a brave again they were hidden by a field oF
iphlets-rJust publi
K¡
œ U
K!
J. K. REMICH’sJ
the Army. Its officers, he says, are “ essen
U
:
that swelled along the bosom of
tially exemptrfrom the degrading vice of In m», he professed the strictest neutrali- forest
temperance.
” He hopes that the unaltera ty, alleging as his reason—his years, the landscape.
“ Would it ndt bë
•
ble determination, never to pardon where a and dependent family.
:strange,” observed the General, appar«
sentence
of
Court
Martial
has
c
onvicted
of
2
3
4
1
Seed, January
unconscious of thé movements'
this offence, will have the effect to. cleanse
During the intimacy of the General, ently
1
6 7 8 9 10 11
the army from this blot. Notwithstanding it was rumored in the American army, behind him, “that after all my toils,
15
16
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14
18
13
uD 300 Bushels Plaj.
the increased pay and allowance given to the
America should forfeit her liberty?”
officers, by the last Congress, th ' amount re that his friend had been seen often re- ;
20 21 22 23 24 25
“ Heaven forbid !” said his friend, be
quired,
to
meet
the
demands
of
the
Depart

turning
from
the
British
camp;
Wash

28
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30
31
27
less reserved, and entering iriorc
ment, for 1828, is less than that of 1827, by ington seemed to disregard the account, coming
1
1
about a 1,000,000 of dollars He recom
~~ -——-—February.......
warmly into the feelings of the others
for
he
never
ceased
to
visit
the
family,
mends an attention to some
reports
SheetTifiad.
3 4 5 6 7 8
of the Major General proposh^g an alter and apparently, mingled as cordially “ But,” resumed Washington, “ J have
io 11 12 13 14 15
ation in the terms of enlistment, and an al with the host, as if no suspicion had heard of treachery in the heart of one’M
IEET LEAD suitable ’
17 18 19 20 21 22
teration in the organization of the depart
own camp ; and, doubtless, you know
iimnev’s—B0DW¿
fur Salek
ment of the Commissary General. He like crossed his mind. At length, one day, ’that it is possible to be wounded ovefi
□UGH,
24 25 26 27 28 29
wise recommends the erection of buildings in as the General was taking his leave, 1
_17-.
March..*.».......
or near New-York, and New-Orleans, as his friend earnestly requested him to in the house of one’s friend.” “ Sir,”
proposed by the Quarter-Master General, dine with him the following afternoon, demanded
2 3 4 5 6 7
the downcast host, Unable to
'
W GOOD
and the establishment of an Army Asylum.
meet
the
searching
glance of his com
9 10 11 12 13 14
emphatically
named
the
hour
of
two,
as
The condition of the West Point Academy
16 17 18 19 20 21
panion,
“
who
can
possibly
intend sd
is very favorable, and in selecting candidates the moment of expecting him. He re
PEKKI!
for admission, the Secretary states, that he minded him of the uncommon delight daring a crime?” “ I only meant” re
23 24 25 26 27 28
t made a large atffi
lias taken one from each congressional dis
plied the other, “ that treachery was the
30 81
s to his stock conm
trict. 'Phe Engineer’s Corps has been con which his intimacy conferred—begged
of Broad Cloths, ¿ April»»;
1 -2 3 4
stantly employed in surveys, either for nation him to lay aside every formality, and most hideous of crimes, for, Judas like
hs, CassimereSj &c,
al <xr private purposes. The attention of the regard his house as his home ; and it will even sell its Lord for money !”
6 7 8 9 10 11
:lia Rubber over sheer,
Department, during the past season has been
“Very true, dear sir, responded the
13 14 15 16 17 18
directed to the great Western National Road, , hinted that he feared thé General did
25
20 21 22 23 24
Ohio and Chesapeake Canal, Baltimore Rail not consider it in that light ; as the anxious host, as hé gazed Upon a troop
Road, a communication between James Riv guards that always accompanied him of British horse, winding found the hill,
27 28 29 30
er and the Western waters, improvement of
and riding with post haste towards the
3
1
2
Wdi May.
the navigation of the Tennessee River and seemed to indicate he was not visiting hospitable .mansion. “ Is it two o’clock,
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Making
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aggregate
of
$22,300,000
00
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a
friend.
“
By
no
means,
dear
sir
!
”
the
Florida
Canal.
The
Lead
Mines
promise
andarines, great ci
'V
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 The expenditure for 1828 is estimated as an annual supply of ten millions of pounds, exclaimed the worthy patriot ; “ there yet?” demanded Washington! “fori
:
a tythe of which, received as rent by the is no man I esteem more than yourself : have an engagement this afternoon at
JOS, GJ
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 follows
Civil, miscellaneous and di
Government, would be more than sufficient
the army, and I regret that my visit
31
$1,328,385
14
29
30
25 26 27 28
plomatic
for the purpose of the Army and Navy. 443 and as a proof of the confidence which
must therefore, be shorter than I intend
Military services, including
of
the
Revolutionary
pensioners,
and
48
of
the
I
repose
in
you,
1
will
visit
you
alone
5
6
7
4
. 1 2 3
J. FERRI June.,
fortifications, ordnance, In
invalid
pensioners
have died since the last to morrow, and I pledge my sacred ed.” “It lacks a full quarter, yet !”
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 dian department, revolu
report! He regrets that the subject of the
OFFERS FOii
said his friend, seeming doubtful of his
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 tionary and military PenGeorgia and Florida boundary is not yet ad word obhonor, that not a soldier shall
IDS. Prime Retail
siens,
arming
the
militia,
justed, and refers to the correspondence on accompany me.” “ Pardon me Gener watch, from the arrival of the horse
ASSES.
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 and arrearages prior to the
men. “ But, bless me, sir ! what cav
the subject, for an explanation of the cause of
nk-porf, Nov. 1,1821,
29 60
4,332,691 05 failure. He refers to the successful trea al,” cried the host ; “ but why so seri alry are those that are so rapidly ap
1st of January, 1827,
ty with the Winnebago Indians, apd the sur ous on So trifling a subject ? I merely proaching the house ?” “ Oh, they may
1 2 3 4 5 Naval service, including the
Bridgewate JuiY....
gradual increase of the
render of those belonging to them, who were jested.” •“ I am aware of it,” said the
6 ? 8 9 10 11 12
3,786,649 25 concerned in the murder of our citizens, and
possibly be a party of British horse,
Navy,
17
18
19
10,000,000 00 concludes by again calling the attention of horo, smiling ; “ but what of that ? I returned his companion coolly, “which
13 14 15 16
ion of SacrM
Public Debt,
have
long
considered
the
planting
of
Congress to the necessity of adopting some
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
ge’s Geography and!
$19,947,125 44 general system for bettering the condition of these outposts unnecessary, inasmuch mean no harm ; and, if I mistake not,
Making a total of
thmetick ; ■ Cumming
30 31
27 28
And
leaving
an excess of re
the Indians, and providing for their removal as they may excite the suspicion of the they have been sent for the purpose of
m additional supply i .
1 2 ceipts for the year over its
from our territory.
Just received andb A UGUST.
enemy ; and although it be a trifle, that protecting me.” As he said this, the
J2,352,874 56
of
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 expenditures,
REMWOi
Tlie estimate revenue from all sources for
trifle shall not sport with the friendship Captain of the troop was seen dismount
BaiSOSI.I.AMEOPS.
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1828 has been made $850,000 lower than that
you indulge for me..” “ But then—the ing from his horse ; and his example
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 for 1827. This has been done to guard, as
Prom the Manuscript.
hour, General ?”—“Oh, yes, two o’clock was followed by the rest of the party.
as possible, against unfavourable tontin24 25 26 27 28 29 30 far
GEN.
WASHINGTON
’
S
ESCAPE.
Æ
gencie's. Nevertheless, the present estimate
you said.”—“ Precisely J” returned the —“General returned the other, walk
31
ing to him very familiarly, and tapping
is formed on a larger amount of duties secur Washington’s a watch-word, such as ne’er
other.
TRAM GII September
him on the shoulder “ General, you are
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 ed by bond on merchandize imported, than Shall sink, where there’s an echo left to air.
estimate for 1827. Hence there is rea
Byron.
At one o’clock on the following day, my prisoner!” “I believe not,” said
7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 the
< and CotmsA
son, from all present appearances, to believe,
The name of Washington is dear to the General mounted his favorite horse, Washington, looking calmly at the men
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 that although the estimate for 1828 is less
See at
every
American. Distinguished, not and proceeded alone, upon a by-road who were approaching the steps ; “ but,
than
that
tor
1827,
the
receipts
will
prove
26
2721 22 23 24 25
greater.’*
only for bravery and intelligence, but which conducted him to the hospitable friend,” exclaimed, he, slapping him in
28 29 30
for the purest virtues which can adorn mansion. It was about half an hour
’ 1 2 3 4 REPORT OF THE POST-MASTER GENERAL. the human heart, he has been venerated before the time, and thé bustling host return on the arm,> “ I know that yoif
October.
!7, 1827.
are mine ! Here, officers, carry this
11
7
8
9
10
5 6
Post Office Department, Nov.17 th, 1827.
in the memory of distant nations, and received him with open arms, in addi
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Sir,—The receipts oi this Department for immortalized by the blessings he shed tion to the greetings of thè delighted treacherous hypocrite to the camp, and
I will make him an example (0 the ene
to
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 the year ending 1st July last, amounted
“ How punctual kind sir!” mies of America.”
$1,473,551 00 upon his country. He resembles the family.
26 27 28 29 3Ó 31
During the same period the exorb of day, imparting his twilight long exclaimed the warm hearted friend.
The British général had secretly of
1,373,239 00 after he is set : and invisibly dispens “ Punctuality,” replied Washington, R is
1 pendituws were
November.
fered an immense sum to this man, to
7
8
5
6
4
2 3
$100,312 00 ing his light and cheering warmth an angel virtue, embracing minor as make an appointment with the hero, at
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Leaving one hundred thousand three hun to the world. Cautious, and prudent, well as important concerns. He that two o’clock, at which time he was to
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 dred and twelve dollars, in surplus of re he was never surprised by the most dis is unpunctual with a friend, may doubt send a troop of horse, to secure him irt
37 1-2
23 24 25 2’6 27 28 29 ceipts.
The receipts of the last year exceeded heartening failures ; nor alarmed into his integrity.” The host started : but their possession. Suspecting his inten
ETON’S noted ®
30
those of the four preceding years, the sums compliance by the most undaunted recovering himself, he added, “ then tions, Washington had directed his own
SNT, which has si«
1- 2 3 .4 5 6 stated, viz: 1836, $85,134 18; 1825, $221,- threats. His eyes could penetrate the yours is a proof that we enjoy your full troop to habit themselves as English
other ointment, ft December.
; 1824, 958,452 06 ; 1823, 359,205 88.
r been reduced fro®
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 439If 68
to the above sums there be added the darkest designs ; and his powers of in est confidence.” Washington proposed Cavalry, and arrive half an hour
19
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17
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16
14 15
amount of the reduction of expenditure, upon vention enable him to escape the most a promenade upon the piazza, previous1 precisely before the time he was ex„.ALSO...
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 established routes, without lessening the pub formidable stratagems.
The very to the dinner. It overlooked a rough1 pected.
ivenport's Bilfe
lic accommodation, and due allowance be
28 29 30 31
means
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by
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to in country several miles in extent ; fields
They pursued their way to (he camp
made for increased services, at a rate of com
time these Pills ha«’
of grain, here and there sweeping be triumphing at the sagacity of their Com
commode
him,
were
frequently
in
his
pensation
below
what
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lie, the sale of the®«
1829.
the condition of the Department will be found own hands the instruments of their ruin. neath the sides of bleak hills producing mander, who had most astonishingly
1 2 3 to
sanguine expectaW January.
have been improved, within four years end
hich may be fairly«
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ing 1st July last, more than a million of dol As an illustration of his eagle-eyed cau nothing but rocks and grass—shallow defeated thè machinations of thè British
gement of their mafi
17
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15
lars
; and the last year, in comparison with tion, 1 will briefly narrate his escape runnings of water flowing along the hol General. But the humanity of Wash
12
13
11
e very justly est«J
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 the year preceding 1st July, 1823, near half a from a singular plot, which I learned lows of the uneven waset—then hidden ington prevailed over his sense of jus
afe operation as a c®
from the lips of a venerable man sever by woodlands intercepting a prospect tice* Overcome by the tears and pray
re one is necessary25 26 27 28 29 30 31 million.
Within the last year an augmented trans
of the country beyond—spotted now ers of the family, he pardoned his
overeign remedyi»«1
al years deceased.
portation
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has
been
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of
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; in the head, stomach February.
and then with silver glimpses of the treacherous friend, on condition of his
four
hundred
and
fifteen
thousand
two
hun

When
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American
army
was
sta

I, loss of appetite,
. 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 dred and fourteen miles annually in stages,
Hudson, stealing through the sloping
scholic-theyawl
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 \ and on horseback or in sulkies, five hundred tioned at West Point, during the revo grounds below, and chequered on both leaving the country forever ; which hé
lutionary
war,
the
British
head
quar

inst infectious^
accordingly did ; and his name was
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 thousand thirty two miles.
as-of every
}
Under the contracts recently made, great ters were not many miles distant, on sides by the dim, purple Highlands, ever after sunk in oblovion.
g the morbid matter.
additional facilities have been given, by ac the Hudson; and each were waiting frowning sometimes into hoary battle
OFFICIAL DOCUME»TS.
Storing a lost-»
celerating the mail on leading routes, increas
ments, and tapering again into gentle
stive habits.
ing the number of trips, and establishing like the figures on a chesg board, for
TREASURY REPORT for 1827.
COURTSHIP.
valleys, hardly illuminated by the sun.
j all seasons and W
some
favourable
movement,
to
discon

lines
which
connect
important
districts
of
The annual report of the Secretary of the
iken in sum®610 > Treasury for the present year has been re country. There are few towns or villages in cert and thwart the operations of the “ This is fine, bold scenery !” exclaim
In a Certain section of our country,
e day,, "«'“g 5
the Union which are not accommodated with other. Scouring parties would engage ed the General, apparently absorbed in where the good people are more re
,
. , .
of business. Deir ceived.
As to the public debt, it is stated that on mail stages.
I effectual, tjiathy
The post offices have increased to seven in frequent skirmishes ; and wagons the beauty of the prospect. “ Yes, sir,” markable for their honesty and sim
the first of January, 1825, it amounted to
to excel any OW. 88 710,588,85. On the first of January next thousand.
of provisions, ammunition, and clothing, replied his friend, looking wistfully a- plicity tharrfor their polished manners*
d to thepubhe.
In the last four years there has been added would fall into the power of those supe round, as if expecting some one’s ap a lad who had arrived at an age when
it ’ will stand at about 67,92,377,413. In
'nuine are coveg these three years, a sum amounting to21,- to the mail operations of the country, m revrior in number and address. On one proach ; but catching the piercing most boys take it into their heads that
i the design of
93,210,297 has been applied to the extin enue, transportation of the mail, and post
of
these occasions, a quantity of Eng glance of Washington, his eyes were a wife is indispensably necessary to
I offices, more than one third. The means of
xeagen^,
guishment of the national debt.
" The following is an abstract of the state  i the Department are now ample to meet the lish uniforms was seized by an Ameri fastened confusedly bn the floor, “ I their happiness, felt, or believed he felt,
ment given in the rfeport of the revenue and I reasonable wants of the country, and a vigil- can detachment; and several notable must rally you my friend,” observed (no matter which) a flame for one of his
iton's
; ant administration of its affairs, for a few
expenditure of 1826 and 27.
the General ; “ do you perceive yonder fair neighbours. Possessing an un
311-2
The nett revenue which accrued from du 1 years to come, will place at the disposition of advantages obtained by the latter, in
point, that boldly rises from the water, common share of bashfulness, he could
I
the
Government
an
annual
surplus
of
more
spired
the
enemy
with
a
desire
to
retal

port's CMrtiM ties on Imports and I onnage during the year than half a million of dollars. This sum will
and suddenly is lost behind that hill not venture to solicit her heart and
1826, amounted to $20,248,054 30 ; and the
iate.
About
this
time,
while
at
West
7^3^ actual receipts into the Treasury from all be augmented as facilities of mail intercourse
which obstinately checks the view ?” hand in person, but prevailed on an el
Point,
General
Washington
had
an
in

sources during the year 1826, amounted to are multiplied, if deemed within the consti$25,260,434 21. Making with the balance (tutional powers of Congress, in the estab- timate acquaintance, not far resident “I do,” replied the absent listener en derly brothel* to do it in his name.
fo the Treasury on the 1st of January 1826, i lishment and repairs of mail roads.
from the army, in whose family he en gaged apparently in something else The brother accordingly made a visit,
of $5,291,450 43 ; an aggregate of $30,462,- [ By the last annual statement, there was joyed the kindest hospitality, as well as than the subject of inquiry. “There,” and after yawning a considerable time,
n- the princip»l*
shown
to
be
in deposit, and due from post
084 64.
The actual receipts into the Treasury dur masters, including judgments obtained on relief from many of those sterner en continued the hero, “ my enemy lies turning his back, fearing she might
a.
$270,321 87 gagements which harrassed his weary encamped ; and were it not for a slight witness his confusion, thus addressed
ing the three first quarters of the year 1827, old accounts the sum of
are estimated to have amounted to $17,4&3,- To this sum may be added the
100,312 00 mind. As every circumstance was food mist, I could almost fancy that I pre her—“ Could a body get you to have
surplus of last year,
810 07.
,
to either army, a visit like this not many cede his cavalry moving ; but hark, him ?” Expecting his question, she
And the actual receipts into the I reasury
$370,633
87
miles
from their camp, could not long that cannon ! Do you not think it pro modestly replied—‘ FEeZZ, I reckon soJ
>od as^rtt,isi during the fourth quarter of the year, (inclu The repairs lately authorized to be made
ding the other moiety of the sum explained
escape
the cognizance of the English ; ceeds from the head-quarters of the efi- He observed—“ It is'nt me that want.s
for sale a«11" 'above') are estimated at $5,117,480 00. Mak on the mail roads from Columbus to Doaks and to possess a prisoner like General emy ?”
you, it's brother Jacky
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ing the total estimated receipts into the in the State of Mississippi, and from Fort

Mitchell to line Creek in Alabama, are near
ly completed, under contracts which require
the work to be done in the best manner, and
at a price that cannot fail to meet the public
approbation.
I have the honor to be, with great respect
your obedient serv'ant.
JOHN M’LEAN.
The President of the United States.

ir

- j field for their enterprise, where equal rights, may, therefore, be presumed while they are
Í and, with some local exceptions, equali proceeding gradually in subduing the soil, of the arrest and incarceration of Baker shall: and will direct, and has been obeyed hmri
ty in the social condition is enjoyed, where conquering the .climate, ànd subjecting the be repeated. There will be no wish to go• all difficulties ; but Public Spirit cam b
- industry finds its certain reward within the | elements to the control of industry and mind, beyond your direction, nor to fall short of it ; sustained without governmental natrll
Gentlernen oftile Senate.
.
’ .
. reach of the plough, where virtue gives rank, they may be left iintramelfed by unnecessary and, thus far, while the object has. been to- — There could not be a more
and ofthe .House of Representatives.
give no assent to injustice, there has been a •course by the United States, than to ¡3
and where the highest object of philanthroIt is fortunate that the order of nature,, py is accomplished by imparting to every governmentalarrangments and severe exact steady view to your contemplated consulta the sms of any man or party, and to a P MENTII
ions,
•which usually requires the agents of private■ mind that religious and literary instruction
To continife the irtipu’se of tlie prosperity tions and probable commands. It was an ar the consequences of them to patriotic
business, once in the revolution of the seasons; which prepares it for earth and heaven. ;
rest which the testimony seems to me to
I
we eminently enjoy, it cannot, be doubted condemn ; yet it cannot blit be hoped that man who have served in their cause
to revise their concerns and prepare for the
Those men liable at any time to be eJ
Jn the number of onr resources is one so
demands of an advancing period, should have conspicuous-that it mast earlv attract your that it is necessary to cherish a solemn and the neighbouring government will place upon to expose their lives for the saw
Mr. $
been i imitated in our political institutions. The: notice. It is that of a wild and fertile terri unswerving respect for the rights of alfi
all, require an annual legislative reik?] the stun
’
■’
..... T.L !..
effect is that the wisdom of the,Legislature tory, embracing about six millions of acres.
their condition, and every reasr-nab’e nl tinuation
is called to review only such brief terms of It is not necessary now to attempt to show on the frontier, or in such large'and ostenta-- i which springs from the character of an En - are
calculated to ghe them aniiiHt:<3 ordered t
experience that the connexion between how evidently it is subject to your jurisdic tious maiisfons as you can see aroundl glishman should not suddenly and unnecessa- vigor—Quartered as they areatlarU i: Mr. #
causes and consequences is easily traced; tion, nor to syeak of its distinguished natural you.- If any one can say, I am an Americani rily engage with him in contentions. While ery dwelling, for domestic security ’ nation w
of
remedy can be applied to evil almost at -is advantages which impart to it the capacity citizen and. have been injured by foreign pow we were ac quiescing in the abeyance of out concentrated for war, yet, having a co? tfas ordi
er,
it
seems
proper
to
make
as
strong
ari
efcommencement, and the great check of res of sustaining some- handled thousand yeo
rights, as connected only with property, the interest, requiring a common cause fol deliveyec
ponsibility is rendered in the highest possible men. Valuable, or rather invaluable as it is, fort-fqr correction as will not compromit the call for interposition was not imperative, but disturbance of peace, they ought to I t nc&uP'es
general
welfare,
under
the
means
which
can
degree effectual.
when unauthorized power was applied to they are, willing to endure much toi’’Î SenCC1’*
we ought without hesitation to surrender
The Constitution having rendered the field it if we cannot with justice support that be applied for individual and common de the persons Of oar citizens along the Aroos- trouble as a necessary security, of thé\l
plHA
fence.
of anjhition tenable only for so short a term, claim.to it which unfatunatelv now stands
tooks and in other places, it seemed propet they enjoy,, and the noble privileges r?! Mr ®
The Government of the State, with the to ascertain the facts, in order to submit them participate.
it m ty, if for no other reason, be expected that opposed under the difficulties of an ingenuitv
That the Militia laws at 1 - Sithe public spirit and pure motive usual which has endeavored to obscure the line, exempbry moderation, always creditable to your consideration and to that of Massa ceptible of improvement is not to beL’olv
ly carried tothe threshold of office, will be- and an opposition, which. I trust, you will dis and necessary, has for years refrained from ch u se tt s an d the Nati on, both of w h i ch w i ! I fee 1 but it mav be said that there has
JSi
preserved, that the obligations created by passionately authorize to be resisted under the exercise of many of its rights. It has an interest, not only in the protection of our fault in the complaints against them tfifeiakin«
patriotism will not be abandoned to party, the limitations of a cautious and prudent, yet been induced to do so, as may be inferred, fellow citizens in Maine, but in the other re the system ifoelf.
the felicity we-epjoybe immolated to preju decided policy. Hut, withdrawing our. A’iéw, from its anxious desire to accommodate to lations of the subject. A letter was there
There are now moreThan forty thoujtrtnr
dice, or-our true State policy abandoned for for a moment,-from this unpleasantHopic; the wishes of the federal administration, and fore sent to the Lieutenant Governorof New 'men belonging, to the Militia, dividedShiMesseh
itsyiisposition to avoid collisions, inevitably Brunswick, containing a request that he five
hundred and sixty three co2x\urpc
any purposes of inferior importance.
i
premit me, if you please, to ask your atten
Looking firstat the administration of this tion to the tracts of the same character unfortunate, hr any result. At the sane ti me would cause information of the facts relating ' I he arms ahd stores in the Arsenal
Gnmir
it
cannot
abandon
its
obligations,
its
title
government^ allow me to place these ques which are Situated on this side of the disput
to the arrest of Baker, tor be returned. While intalue to at least one hundred and 2 Mt. S. I
tions before you., What has been the official ed territory, Theyfornish not only an asylum deeds, and its rights.—It cannot allow the in his reply he acknowledged, in favorable thousand do lars, the number of arms feJL”that i
conduct of every public agent, each of whom for the poor, in which they subdue the wil citizens to be incarcerated in foreign gaols. terms, the amicable disposition professed by bee;r recently increased by a larve simXt into
the UniteiStates. The admit,istra^fedJ>y 1
is directly or indirectly amenable to you? derness and become independent yeomen in 1 he State would shrink most dreadfully un- this government, sofaras, on the occasion, it• from
Have the members of the Executive depart a short time ; but they invite that native en dertiie,sham e of such a-submission. Far the was represented, he declined to make the of a department thus important and. «£ far h
ment been diligent, faithful, and discreet? terprise anti talent which frame their own sake of. beiny. fully informed, it lias for sever explanations required, excepting to those swe, while n might be less arduous X , at th
Have the judiciary correctly expounded the character and fortune unmolested by the ar al years solicited the documents possessed oy with whom he is directed to correspond or■ some further provision for clerical aid in » u nosh
laws, and preserved inviolate the rights of tificial distinctions sometimes found extreme the général .government in relation to this under whose orders he is placed.
office of the Adjutant and Quarter MasÎÊ Malta,
’
subject. It is with great confidence that I
jurors, parties, and witnesses? Has every ly embarrassing to genuine worth.
It must be known to you that in addition to G^ieral, would still be embarrassed by J The Sei
urge its cejrtideration now, inasmuch as all the means above mentioned, Mr. Daveis was
citizen received from all the public function
In the portions of territory fast referred to.
difficulty which seriously affects the tri feec. 27.
aries the attention and respect due his wants' the settlement has been rapidly advancing that has been requested has been shpplied appointed to obtain the information which the omission of a code of'rules and reÆl
agreeably
to what was understood, to be the all have appeared to consider desirable,
* and his character as a man, and a republi under the encouragement of our legal regu
tions, settling questions of rank and a S'
can ? It is believed that these questions must lations, and the measures of execution which wish of the last Legislature. That invalua from what has transpired there is no doubt
multiplicity of other objects, mrreeablv ! WereP
be answered favorably ; but if not, both offi have been applied. Within the term of the. ble mass of documents, now in the Secretary’s m my mind of the intention of the govern Th
"’°y .,I,"rs,,ed by the United StateLpinsta
cers and systems, in the way of reform, will •existing Laud Agency, while private propri Office, and the copies of communications be ment of New-Brunswick to extend its juris 1 he deficiency can either be supnldL and o
require, the. corrective application of your etorshave been subjecting a great portion of tween myself and others contain’ nearly all diction and to confirm it, if possible, over the through the Legislature or by ExelStSi fori
constitutional power. It is dfie all the offi the wilderness to the support of families, the that I can offer. The delicate nature of the whole disputed territory.
prerogative.-It is believed that the vahahEL^
cers with whom I have been immediately as State has disposed of soil and its prodúcete subject induces me to ask a particular exam
I cannot but profess to you the disposition testimonial consisting in a commission of Tflæ res
sociated to acknowledge a high respect for the amount of mone than seventy thousand ination in reference to publication, if that on my own part, subject to your direction, io
shall be proposed, yet there is no wish on niy offer some difficulties against s?uch a course : State through the suffrages of the officers tMr.Silsbe
their efforts to promote thp public good.
dollars, of which a part is now on the roads
soldiers, would be valued more highly ” American
Regarding more particularly the objects of and in bridges, and a part in .surveys, explo part that what has been written by myself but it is not to be doubted, that the United proportion as the responsibility of those tliXtlie G
the administration of the past year, the pre rations, and incidental attentions. . Some ad shall be disposed of in one way in preference States government and that of Groat Britain
scriptions to the Executive by your immedi ditional expenditures not directly drawn from to the other. On the most thoughtful rev isal, will perceive, on being furnished the facts’ commissioned shall be increased. In tlw.breed to.
ate predecessors .stand conspicuous. The ibis fund-and the joint sales of Mass, and 1 find no past deviations from my existing that the government of New Brunswick has proportion is the commission thé ostensibfeFThebill
wisdom displayed will not only command a Marne, are, as will appear, excluded from sentiments, and am bound to.sustain the most advanced beyond the line of tenable ground evidence of the capacity and efficiency of him College in
who holds it. I shall therefore, venture toiortedwitl
rigorous responsibility.
grateful recollection hereafter, but is evi theVforegoing calculation.
and seems not to have listened to those rec
The proceeds,
Amidst the views urged, it has beçn a ommendations of mutual forbearance, which suggest, with great deference, the expedien.bayment o
dently approved at present, as is attested by however, of one hundred and sixty eight
the. presence of so large a portion of the thousand acres sold under the sole authority primary one of that nature, requiring its be have been rung so loud that we did not notice cy of requiring, on sentence of conviction of ¿ed,
some small classes^’ military offences, the
members of the last legislature. The proof of Maine, amounting, to nearly sixty-three' ing submitted to you for correction, if desired. its invasions.
Coïrtty tO C0StS UHd€r the directionof ^OUSE
of zeal and fidelity in the execution of what thousand dollars, has been placed in the con It is in relation to t he undefined and perhaps
Another of the objectsof the mission of Mr.
that distinguished body prescribed is to be trol of the government. About forty thou undcfinable line of rights between States’ and Davies was to obtain the release of Mr Baker
It has been usual on occasions similar to L
found, if qt all, in these' documents, now7 res sand dollars remain in the Treasury, in the United States’ authority, along which con whose arrest was thought to be not only cog
to advert to the character of our lawdTh ?-P
jiectfully submitted to your examination. .form of notes and contracts, secured’by lien struction is constantly urging disputed claims nizable by the Uffited States, but by the par this
There will be found among them the proper on the-grtmts. Fifty seven thousand six hun and, in geweralthas mnch the advantage in ticular State of which he is a citizen. Hi,s and to their practical results. A f arefnl f0llv^ntlor
comparison of the laws of other States wit F1”
reports relating tot-wo objects of internal im dred acres have also been-granted to Acada- irruptions upon the States. The executive confinement in the gaol at Frederick ton
own, would have induced some commentn
provement. the Kennebec and Houlton roads, mies. This, in connexion with the sales of the Union has been considered as disposed an act of power which, considering the nature our
>. which are of primary consequence and not made by Massachusetts, under the terms of to submit the question of the boundary of of the factsas far as developed, required ear» on portions of our code, if the leadin Tlpetlt’°
State question had not required a lam
only demanded by existing.wants, but which Separation, subject to but small deductions Maine, with a perfectly friendly intent, but ly attention, and the course pursued was ac draught
on your patience. If will, therefoiïfcÎ ’T
must gradually grow in importance and util of expenses, must satisfy all of the impor without regarding her as a partv. to the um cordingly adopted, not, however, without a only be urged now, that if our lawyers wôuldKilïh’i
pirage of a foreign authority. 'The submis careful examination of principles arid preceity. They are adverted to now because all tance. of our Public Lands.
all the precious maxims they canfi’^ £
sion Itself admits the possibility of an unjust oents If you shall think the measure as in throw
that has been"done in regard to them, has
gather into the treasury, at times when tbeî r
«
It is gratifying to-be able to add that the
been simply in the way of preparation, and habit of trespassing, which was a stain on the and disastrous decision. While it is not pre volving any excess in the exertion of State
me ch fe still required for the effectuation of character of bur State, and vexatious and peiu sumed to cast a shadow of suspicion on the power, it would seem desirable not to allow can leave execution for improvement, anThvLrt
mtegrity-with which that authority may be it to pass without the expression of your dis clients for the State ; and if we would learn
the object.
viuu -> to
iv í«u
mcious
all v,,
concerned; appears to have been
As a responsible representative of thepeo exterminated. The-, suits' instituted by the exercised, nor upon the moti ves of any per sent, which would be received, on my part from the practical operations of our sister re- a
publ.es, we should be induced, probably tUri- lT
pie, having ho other opportunity of advancing government have been favorably decided, son whomsoever, it has, nevertheless, been with the utmost respect and deference.
consider as expedient a very few changesiB l"COtr’
the opinions I entertain, I must beg leave to justice has received no new provocation's, and deemed a suitable precaution to urge the fol
Th^¥inister Plenipotentiary of his Brit- our statutes. The subject has been noticedKndt
refer this consideration, connected with the that harmony prevails which usually cements lowing propositions. It cannot be arrogance tanic Majesty has communicated to Mr. Clay,
proposed location of the seat of government, thecommon regard of the memb'eraof a vir which asserts them as materials of a monu what are called by the former “ sufficient now principally w*nh a view of soliciting your
attention to some enlarged -means, at least for
i
to your serious deliberation. It relates only tuous society. The actual settlers, who,when ment of the rights of our employers, which proofs of the decided resolution of his Majes pne
year for supplying the State Library. £«
to the method of accomplishing the purposes pioneers of improvement, may always’claim will become firm by time, when properly ty’s Lieutenant Governor of New Brunswick
with the adjudications of other States oHn T*
which, eventually, will require of the people our sympathy and support, and much indul combined and cemented By yonr reflections to maintain the disputed territory in the nearly
all of which the legislative acts ha„ L0"^
that exertion of liberality which seems tobe gence, have never been concerned in the vio If any feeling has been displayed on my part, same state in which his Excellency received
procured. It may, however, be observimposed on those who are founding great es lation of the rights to the common property it has been indulged with a view of eliciting it after the tonclusion of the treaty of Ghent.” been
tablishments, more for the benefit of their nor in the consequent prosecutions ; and if a results which it was believed would be salu It certainly would not be desirable to put his ed, that whatever may be our laws if there 8 6 ?°
descendants than of themselves. Debts, with fcw pe rson s h av e disgraced tbe class» óf m en tary and acceptable. At the same time Majesty sLieutenant Governor’s decided res shall not be a faithful administration of them r °
individuals or-States, too commonly result in to whom they belong, let me pledge myself there has been no intention to abandon those olution to the test on this point, but it may be legislation will be inadequate to its objects’
the evils of insolvency, and however plausible for the others that they are too honorable prudential considerations entirely consistent imperatively required to determine how far As to that administration and the effects of Ml
the argument may be, that future generations> and too proud not to repressevery thing which with a free assertion of what it might be the treaty of Ghent and previous actual juris it, when-you-shall examine,-you will find if
ought to have imposed on them, in part, the‘ can demand the resistance of'law. T know supposed the people, through their Repre diction may sanction his authoratative ap my information has been correct, that the K
burdens of the public contributions we may them, and that they á.ré men tvIlo, id certain sentatives, would eventually approve and proaches beyond the terms of that treaty, monstrous folly of litigation and of suits &OI
which consume property annually like a
—
think for their benefit, the human character emergencies, aré highly capable to sustain sust in.
At the period of forming the treaty of 1783 without a reasonable expostulation, not how conflagration, has been diminished, “and that ^eimPr
is Such that an entailment of a debt, public the rights and honor of tlie Stateever
to
be
followed
by
any
unnecessary
re1
convictions from crimes have not been as pPPlmen,:
Massachusetts and the other colonies were
or private, is commonly honored at first only
■
inumerous as formerly.
Bends, c
Many propositions and statements have independent of each other, as to territorial sort to forcible resistance.
by its increase, which is followed by the re
It
is
not
to
be
anticipated
that
the
deplora

Many of the measures adopted by the toniness a
fusal to pay it, and afterwards by disgraceful been made to me in. favor of a change in our Eghts.; TheU. States, as-such did not exist. ble event of war with Great Britain mav not Federal
Government
seriously
affect
th
system of salesand settlement of the public
seriously affect the, ?
contentions.
Although the Colonies constituted common occur again.- If that melancholy result of hu- '
It
--------- It is
is undoubted.'
undoubted P NO
Let us then, for providing public bindings, lands, and it has been expected that some agents to form thht treaty, the territorial ™an frailty shall be produced, the situation vwelfare. of. opr constituents.
which at no distant period must be erected exe cutive-representations should be made to rights secured did not,, by virtue of that in of Maine will require great resolution and ac- ly a principle of that Government to cherish |1M give
on thé place you may approve, proceed with you. I can only say that the system is simple strument, acçrue to the nation, but were tivity. The concentration of the British for not only the rights and interest of individuals jhess, and
refe ren ce t ô ou r in eahs,a voi di n g e xcessi ve t ax- and plain, that it is easy of execution, and merely acknowledged and confirmed by it to ces with the view of dividingthe Union by considered as units in the nation, but those of is a hap
ation and loans, always attended with early that it seems to me-based on the solid founda the existing individual co'-porations ac an occupation of New-York, will not be at the States. It seems to be impossible to de æeded th
or remote disasters. Instead of imposing our tion of common sense. Plans, embracing cording: to pre-existing grants, crown lands tempted again, but the seaboard and the in termine all the cases in which the whole bo Ihaiity ai
dy politic of any of these States, in represent
judgment on the operations of future periods, many conditions as to improvement, resi only being excepted.
of Maine will be the one a line ing its interests should be considered as ad |di kind fe
let us act on existing means with the view of dence, and other objects, making up a code of - When the Union of tire States was framed teriorfrontier
of
maratime
invasion,
and
the
other
of
excur

transmitting benefits and not obligations and rewards and punishments to be administered in that happy arrangement we are still per sions and incursions according to the emer vancing into federal territory ; or, in other ■plexity t
incumbrances, and of being able to say in our executively or legislatively, have been pro mitted to witness, anchwhich created a gen gencies relating to our defence. The effort words, to settle the precise line, where the Im.
testaments, we leave a system and an estate, posed Such schemes cannot but be subject to eral guardianship, without extinguishing a will be probably to cut of this State, or at vn;e imay go witbout intrusion.—Hence a
an example and a benediction, but we be serious objections,.and ibis probable that no particular independence, the compact left least for this we ought to be prepared, so as mmculty as to recent transactions relative to Upon a i
queath no restrictions on your freedom, on mode can be better than that of selling on Massachusetts the Proprietor,, as one party not to admit any repetition here of such scenes ™-HboUncW' But we niay at Rast advise ring the p
your discretion, or your policy. If we shall reasonably long credits, at low prices, and in in severalty of all her soil. She held it ful as occurred’during the last war. It would with our Senators and Representatives, and fany coup
judiciously use the.capital in our public lands small parcels, so as accommodate' all, and ly with undiminished interest, and has con appear to be proper to solicit of the gen it you shall find any thing in history or con fe it is tr
templation particularly interesting here as
also, withon-. unnecessary, conditions. It will ceded her jurisdictional control only by that
we can accomplish all our objects.
be always practicable to pass acts, as circum magnanimous act, usually called the Separa eral government the erection of some strong to our commerce, or other objects affected, Indence
The Commissioners for dividing the lands stances may require, similar to the excellent
tion, which received validity from the con fortresses on our interior frontier. Its own or to be affected by national regulation, your pireipa
owned by Massachusetts and Maine ha. e provision*
disposition, and the obvious utility of works combined wisdom will be relied upon m state
made daring the last year, by
suspended their proceedings, in consequence which public debtors were permitted to pay currence of Congress.
so situated, in anticipation of others where to Congress or the proper authority of the temands
The Union having no right to cede the ter the country is better guarded, would, it may
of the reasons.you will perceive they have as what they owed in the construction of a very
the aSents of ^is State employ |i, steadj
signed. Their agency has been highly ben valuable road, commonly called the Mattan- ritory, thé treaty making power, as only a be hoped, assure, to a representation- of this ed at Washington, all that vour sense of the lise when
constituent part, cannot Exercise a function nature, a favorable reception.
eficial, and, on some accounts, the prosecu awcook road.
nature of the case may dictate. It would not
beyond the grasp of the delegated power
tion of it seems an object of attention. Tfie
Owing to the Union a faithful adherence probably, be a surprising remark, if, in a fu tdesetve
It is a common, but a very indiscreet and over the whole, nor, indirectly, bvan umpire and
topographical knowledge derived, inadequate
liberal support, there is at the same time ture age, it shall be said by history, that the s> endeav
with partial and distant operations, will soon incorrect remark, that our public lands are do what it could not accomplish, without •’ due our constituents, a manly assertion of i taites’a-n the Particulars above referred to, py favors
be required for the forming a plan or system not valuable to the State. A proper ex- that is, consent tô thé alienation or the possi their rights. You will not fail, therefore to had suffered through their own negligence,
as to those communications destined event ammation of the subject will show that mere bility of an alk*nation of territory 'which I revert to the subject of the debt of the Uni that, trusting to that benevolence w’hiclùnually not only to connect several of our rivers ly in a fiscal calculation they are Of much will show is solemnly acknowledged through ' ted States on account of the services of the tends to apply the national power to good' ,max:
with each other, but to intermingle them with useful importance. It is to pronounce the the President lo be oars.
militia employed
enr’ — during
J '*
the late war. Its purposes, they should have found those ob hwEsi
the St. John, and through the St. Lawrence State unfit for self-government, to say, that
i. of less consequence than the ac- jects they contemplate for common welfare [designat
Jt has therefore,7been believed to be due payment is
with the great Western Lakes. That system mi'hons of acres of goodly hills and dales this State to advance the doctrine that the knowledg
knowledgment of its justice, & the encourage- ZÎT8 ?r°iected by venality and occu F, forth,
/VTillfin 4-R.»^
__l „a recognition
. . o of„
would probably be more perfect as more watered by long and boatable streams, are submission of its bôunilary to. an umpire, un Fn^nt
ment nffhot
of that Militia
through
pied by lawless-ambition, the tariff of duties b me
early arrranged, by continuing the division, of no value. Whether however, of Value or known to hvrselh and upon terms not confi tiieir
merits,
and> ««4
may,
surely,
with
a
proper ^.!n?iybefiescribe<1 and regulated, occa | resPe,
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interest, anci
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of ground, and reservoirs, would belong to its’ immense importance to use. for charity and liberty to act upon the result as to the coun a Congress, too proud, magnanimous and in . . Policy
adopted,
as na
havingled
1 .
v
» if 1 e icy; to the result
beneficence.
Even
the
privilege
of
being
details. Its execution would of course,, a waittelligent to be sordid or prejudiced. The whicn
try
and
herself
may
be
dictated
by
the
mos*
draw
vvlm.,l will
wlll.AU
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.w forth
reproaches
as to Coi> Wnan of
• this
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the will of the community and the provision able to give them away is worth more than just and patriotic inclinations. Yet if it-be claim is truly that of Citizen soldiers of the sohdationof
feofPn
powerin
without it, would be the richest mine of gold. true that the fifth article of the treaty of United States, driven into action by its meas
of the ample means it would demand;
F usual
ENOCH LINCOLN.
There must now be more than four hun Ghent has involved muoh of federal authori ures, engaged in its service, exposed to its ■ UouticiL Chamber
As the topics presented are related to Ex
, T
I Passed'
écutive measures, it may be well now to= ob dred thousand inhabitants in Maine. Situa- ty, beyond the limits which many eminent enemy, and employed for its benefit. Had it Portland; Jan. 3, 1828,. J
i p Gove
serve that, respecting those, the Governor j ted as ^hey are, although the general, or, as statesmen have contended to be the true not been that an odium against the Executive
I o’clock
ând Council when required to act, have > it is called, State tax is small, it is neverthe ones, asthe treaty exists, the delicacy of the 'of Massachusetts prevented, the claim would
fetheoa
maintained a perfect harmony in feeling and less tlie fact, that there is. a most unusually case, in- relation, to public faith, ought to have ptobably have been allowed long since and „ .%• Cz°?ler: at N Yor^ from Salado; Riv
rarely varied as to conclusions. With recti Í hbei al contribution paid in labor and in mon- some influence up>>n our assertion of our the virtuous and faithful soldier who has paid er Plate Oct. 16th; informs, that the place iter t|le
tude of motive men can“never quarrel and | ey towards public improvements, by the va claim, although-an entire concession cannot ■back his wages in his taxes would have been had not been blockaded for a month previous- hied to
rious modes and to the numerous objects pre be expected. It ought to be distinctly un- indemnified.
But let it be remembered that
will not often disagree in opinions.
1
A large expedition was. Ph Sen
scribed by the interests of the several divis dersV od that there is a perfect harmony of the.acts of thy Executive, as an official agent fitting departure,
sb
out at Montevideo, said to be destined'
Amidst the train, of objects., following those ions
and
subdivisions
of
our
political
corpo

cannot
in
policy
or
equity
affect
the
claim
of
before noticed, we see“ Agriculture Com rations, and by the- generous and patriotic sentiment with the federal administration in ‘
against Salado,, and Patagonia, and fears mt, r<
the
citizen
who
obeys
a
national
enactment
a
most
essential
particular,
hi
regard
to
merce, and the Arts applying a power, which chaiacter of our citizens.?—The weight of
were entertained lor the safety of property tywere
which the language ofMr. Clay, the Secre and aids to effect a national object.
although not primary and creative, is doinem former place. Buenos Ayres was K
tn
is
burden
is
borne
volunlarialy
and
with
if
tlrs
were
a
merely
pecuniary
concern,
it
tary
of
State,
is
calculated
to
be
highly
sat

st I] blockaded by 3 ships, 3 brigs, and 3 schrs, HEsq
much to produce new and embellish'old es great spirit. It is, however, heavy on the
tablishments. It would have been consider first settlers and yeomen, who are planting isfactory. It is as follows : “ T'he Govern -would be derogatory and unpleasanton one which cruised between, the Outer Hoads and Pe House
ment of the United States is fully convinced side to urge, and on the «ther to refuse pav- Ensenada. A number of small B. A vessels» Fh'cs,
ed proper to have produced a statistical
tilling more for the fruits and: harvests tn'at the right to the territory is with ns and nient; out while the difference between the ot
view of th.e results, except that it is known and
war were at Martin- Garcia, preparing for F»app
will ha\ e ripened after their busy ac not .with G'reat Britian. The convictions of parties grows only out of a mutual desire to
that an abler hand has grasped the sübjèet whicn.
an expedition.--1 he brig Niger and sclir- Kin,
tion shall be exhibited by them no more up
and will present a map, calculations and rea- on the- fields, than for themselves. The Maine are not st-rongei* in respect to the va maintain constitutional opinions, honestly en Alexander, of Baltimore, had passed the- Wrne '
lidity or our title, than are those which are tertained, there will, certainly, with high blockading squadron in the night and got ht th,
snnmgs, which cannot but meet the wishes
mmded men, always be preserved the most sate into B Ay res. The brig Brutus of New
. an 1 encouragement of tire Legislature, as whole complex moral need not be deduced entertained by the Président.”
lhadi'
nor
trie
many
applications
of
such
a
view
to
Whatever may be the charabtet. of the friendly dispositions. It is not believed unsafe york, had been taken, in attempting to get
such objects have received- encouragement our duties here be made. It is-énough to
[electee
in several of the other States, and as they
proposed umpirage, it seems necessary to to predict that within a few years-the claim into Ensenada,, andsent to Montevideo. The
Kitt,
say
that
the
worthy
persons
alluded
to,
may
wid
be
satisfactorily
adjusted
through
the
1
Uum,
must receive encouragement or fail.,
?
brig President Adams, of Baltimore, was al
mmpt some rule,,.of. procedure as to the du
reasonably
expecüall
the
exemption
and
pro

■magnanimity
and
justice
of
Congress
. What has. been done and' what may be tection you may
ties to be dUcharged’before its results- shall
so
taken
in
attempting
to
pass
the
blocka

perceive to be-consistent, be known, and I cannot but- hope to learn
it will be perceived that it will not be safe 'ding squadron, and was detained at Mcnte- ¡Kot,
done will all be directed to satisfy persons
with
theirduties,
which, of course, cannot but irom you, in some way, what measures you under
.
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our system, to discourage the militia ' eo> .*• "ei’e was no prospect of peace* |v°tes, 1
abroad, as well as at home, that here is a .be
m
in accordance with, the common welfare. It will consiuer to be proper, if such acts as that • be
Ls<
in consequence of the offences©? their officers 1«
' 1 he armies of the contending parties remain
«¿cause the command of Public Spirit should, ’ed inactive m the interior of R io Grande
phg.
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A motion was made, to invite the drdained I
'Jre
“ e”“l“"d to officiate in rotation
Al a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with-1
G
' •
A
as Chaplains to the House. Col. Carpenter
PBOBATg MOTIVES.
9’,e,1Ces ofthf? •A|7ENTfETH CONGRESS,
FIRST SESSION. to re-d'the rend by e’fceJ?tinE such as refused
have ‘-ervcA • rn bj,:
ti.fourtofprobate held at Kennebunk
‘ e Lo-ernor’s Proclamation. This
nien f'ablt-1 ¿iiS
Wlhin andfor the County of York, on the
IN SENATE.
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debate,
was
^NWy-eight.
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he brig WtJCe was appointed to receive, sort
„
, ,
A SERMON,
altimore, had pa tae votes for Clerk.-James L. leai?s"Ne^bH§HurOn’ Fairfield> New-OrJ. E. Lil ILEFIELD, .Assignee.
WEN BURNHAM’S property, includpreached at the Dedication of the Meeting
. »ng notes, accounts,
is assiS to
on'in the night, a 4 i3o votes out of 139 and was deKennebunk, Jan. 4, 1828.
House of the second Parish in q
meeting
The brig .n™i!»7ed Clerk of the House,
n
cEnteredme tor the benefit offiis Creditors All ner
Scb* Washington, Andrews, Bos- sons indebted to him are called upon to nfake ]
ten, in attempting1 nttee consisting of Messrs. Vance toif
he i"1nERAi: Preacher, containing a
senttoMontevide- immmgs, Emerson, of York, and
Sernwn by Rev. Edmund Q. Sewall, of BosDec. 2L
the busi”e“
memoranda.
uns, of Baltimore, »was appointed to receive, sort and
Cnd
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TI
Cnltivation
of
Low
to
Saco, Dec, 26—Ar. sch. Ossipee, Tarbox reqimst°eJtffprelnUh?^ ’
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Thes.iii.s.-Sermon
by Rev.
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. ^llUn wi
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as no prospect otP'jGGles,
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America
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intending parties J^ans,
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'
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the theory ot Original Sins examin-d’’
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W. I. Rum, Coffee. <fcc.I

. ’Pigs WaiitedT
liist of betters

Auction Sale. ■
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.

Musical Society.

A

JOHN STEWART,

Dabney’s Selection

Wood ! Wood !

ofïëtïërs7

Crun luost,

Plaster of Parris, at
- Auction.

A

Ne>v~Goodi;

■nrsfissrsAgi,

Prame^lasses^
Chairs.

Pollock Fish.
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Notice.

Just Published,

Particular Notice.

O

Bigelow’s Sermon

Sheriff’s Sale.

Printer’s Notice—Extra.

Commissioners’ Notice.

A most valuable East India
icine for the cure of the

HE s.v.bsci iber wishing to see all his ac- THE undersigned having been appointed
AKEN on Execution and to be JL counts of more than one year’s standing,
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of RHEUMATISM, RHEUMATIC GOpr
sold at Public Auction, calls on all persons having accounts open wit h Probate for the County of York, Commission
See.
nn Monday, the 7th day of January,
1828,
at
him to settle the same immediately.—From ers to receive and examine the Claims of the Extract of a Letter from the Rev.
two o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwelling those who can pay the balance due, he will creditors to the estate, of
English, dated Bengal, to his friend
house of the subscriber in Alfred, all the cheerfully and thankfully receive it-from
1 D. F. Bedwell, in London.
THOMAS WARDEN,
eight in equity which Andrew Conant of Al those who cannot make it convenient at this
“ Dear Sir—Agreeably to your «(J
fred, in said county, esquire, has to redeem time to pay the balance due, he will receive late of Wells, in said county deceased, and I have procured and now send you by thesfei
the following described real estate. .
their Notes. But a settlement he must have the term of six months being allowed said Jason, Capt. Robertson, a few pounds'
LOT No. 1. A tract of land with the with every one with whom he has an ac creditors forbringing in their clamis and prov Poladelphis, or what generally goes by'iu^
buildings thereon, situated in said Alfred, and count open, as he believes in the old adage, ing the same, hereby give notice, that they name of Indian Extract,
Extract. a" Medicine univtbeing part of the homestead farm of said that “ short settlements make long friends. will attend that service at the house of Capt. sally esteemed among the people
Theodore
Eldridge
in
Wells
on
the
first
Conant, containing forty acres, more or less, As many of his accounts have been standing
for the cure of Rheumatism. VV ere I to i
Monday of December and the five following
From the Philadelphia Monthly Magazine. bounded thus, beginning at the road at the b. from four to eighteen years, he conceives it months from two to five o’clock, in the aiter- form you of the number of people whoj
E. corner of la.ud of Wm. Parsons, thence by high time that such accounts, were attended
daily relieved and cured by this valu^
STANZAS.
said Parsons’ land, south westerly to the riv to ; and assures such delinquents that all
n°°n‘ JOSHUA HUBBARD 7 Commission- remedy, it would require more time than’
er
thence
by
the
river
to
Swett
’
s
bridge,
(so
am able to bestow. Indeed, the effectofii
Life is a faithless ocean !
who neglect this Notice beyond the 10th day
ENOCH FURBISH. 5
called) at the road leading by said Conant s of January next, will find their accounts in
Medicine is so immediate, in Kheuma,:;;’|5:
Upon its tide awhile,
house, to Sanford, thence by said road to the the hands of an Attorney for collection.
' Wells, Nov. 27, 1827.
\
Our wav is cheered by fluttering gales,
you would in some cases suppose it act ' v
coun y road leading to Kennebunk, thence on
And summer’s gentle smile ;
almost like a charm in removing the pa®
JAMES K. REMICH.
said last mentioned road to land of Benj.J.i
disease. The difficulty, however, in protE
O could it thus forever be,
Kennebunk, Dec. 7,1827.
Herrick thence round said Herrick’s land to
ing the Extract, will for many years
Our course were gladly run ;
FSlHE
undersigned
having
been
appointed
the road aforesaid, thence by said road
Nor had my tears been shed for thee,
its general circulation. It being obtain
by
the
Hon.
J
onas
C
lark
,
Judge
of
to the beginning. The above tract ot
Thus early lost my son !
from a Shrub growing on the mountains <sWn
Probate,
for
the
County
of
York,
Com

land with the ouildings is under the in
Tibet, in the Berman Empire of India, J mJ
missioners
to
receive
and
examine
the
claims
HE
Subscriber
intending
to
close
his
cumbrance of a mortgage io John Holmes ;
Few saw, or seeing knew thee,
held m so much repute by the
y®
of
the
creditors
to
the
estate
of
business
in
the
Spring,
offers
his
re

Esq. for the sum of six hundred and ten dol
Mv bright and beauteous boy !
that to part with it is like parting with th jffl
The world—how little doth it heed
lars and sixty-five cents, dated Nov. 27, 1825, maining
existence. The usual mode of taking^ Mi,
WILLIAM BURLEIGH,
with annual interest, also another mortgage
A parent’s grief or joy !
late of South-Berwick, in said County, Es the form of Pills. I shall use all my en&s
We mourn thee, dear one, we alone—
to said Holmes for one hundred and thirty
quire, deceased, and the term of six months ours to send you a constant supply.”
two dollars aftd interest, dated 26th June,
Our woe shall sacred be,
being allowed said Creditors for bringing in
Dr. Clarke, of New-York, in a letter to!
The cold applause from Others won,
1826.
, .
., ,. i at reduced prices.
All debts, either by note or account, which their claims and proving the same-Hereby agent of the Proprietor concludes by sayis fj,amI
LOT No. 2. A tract of land in said Al
We will not ask for thee.
|
not paid on the first of MARCH, will be give notice that they will attend that sei vice “ Every class of people will find in the
fred containing one hundred and twenty a- are
;
It the office of John A. Burleigh Esquire, Extract a cheap and valuable remedy forj
,
The form of passing beaut'y
cres, more or less, bounded thus, beginning left with an Attorney
in said South-Berwick, on the second 1 burs- Rheumatism. I have generally found fn "'lisr
I see before me now,
at the road south of Swett’s bridge, (so cal
day of this and the five following months, one to two boxes have produced a care, j cal,
The conscious look, the manly air
Dec. 8.
_____
•.............................. fiom two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
led) at the centre of middle branch of Mouin one instance a gentleman who carwtunj tabl’Oil
That graced the lofty brow ;
sum river, and running by said road southerly
JOSEPH PRIME,
7 Commissioners.
my care, labouring under obstinate chra53 , ij
I saw in thee, or deem’d I saw
to land of Lemuel Foss, thence by said Foss
THOMAS
LEIGH.
5
Rheumatism, attended with all the syj W - r
The germ of noble things,
,
land to land of Abel McGregory, thence'
South-Berwick,
Nov.
6,
1827.
COMPLETE
assortment
of
the
above
toms of approaching consumption, by c® JJotonlyj
But now the thought exalts my pain—
south-easterly by said McGregory to the
articles, just received from Boston, aie
turning the use of the Pills, both disejLld h
A keener anguish brings.
eastern branch of Mousum river, thence up
were completely removed, and 1 amofr , ■
forlsale on good terms by
said river following its course, until it meets
ion, that this medicine will prove a vaW Pa‘!S.|
’Twas not when thou wert dying,
JOHN LILLIE.
said middle branch, on Littlefield’s stream (so
remedy in complaints of the chest, as welanure 1 I felt the weight of woe ;
called,) thence by the last named river, to Nov. 23,1827.
Nor when with solemn step and rite,
Rheumatism and Gout.
i ugyei
the place begun at. The tract last mention
We placed thv limbs below ;
From Dr. Reed, of Bedford county.
li.
ed, or No. 2. is under the incumbrance ot a
HE Stand owned by the Sub
It was the fearful moment when,
There is in my neighbourhood a gentleif“er, j
scriber, with House, Store
mortgage to David Hall and Alvah Conant,
With prescience sadly true,
of Alfred, to secure the payment of five hun
24 by 36, Wood House, Barn, who has been heavily afflicted with Rheur;nislied ff,
I first the dreaded day beheld
AME into the Enclosure of
dred and ninety eight dollars and twenty-five
— Chaise House and Stable, all con tism for many years. He has been usiaG^er it. t
In the dim distant view.
the Subscriber on the 1st nected together, with a wood yard separate Panacea, to the amount of six or seven bT fcfn]l
cents, with annual interest, dated Oct. 16,
dayof July last, a HEIFER, from the Garden, and a fine well of water, ties, without any effect ; on seeingthe if0®,1 J
1826.
.
j
It came—the hour of parting!
years old.—The owner situated opposite the Hay Scales, and in the delphis advertised, he got a friend tocaWOerll|
LOT No. 3. A tract of land in said Allred,
O God! and must we part!
containing
thirty
acres,
more
or
less,
and
centre of business are offered for sale, as, a box of the pills, which he is using, and ^ck, a I
by
I gazed up‘on his fading face,
¡iiu
bounded
thus,
beginning
at
the
coiner
of
Jo

the Manufacturing business will, no doubt, go> ceiving much benefit from it; and I an ibed
And press’d him to my heart;
watrh
an opinion that one or two
r vr boxes
UVAVO mored
UiVICl, 1 , i
1
Kennebunk,
Dec,
7,
1827.
seph
Clark
’
s
land
at
the
road,
and
running
on
rapidly
next
year,
a
better
stand
for
busi

And she was there, whose constant watch
believe it to lx M®)01
0
south-easterly to land of Thomas White,
ness is not frequently offered. 1 he subscri produce a radical cure. I believeittoP®!
Was kept his couch above,
J. R. M.DfcM
M.Dtbisdun|
thence by said White’s laud to the road lead
ber is selling goods at reduced prices, and[ valuable medicine.
Whose wasted form and Sunken eye
“ This
HU medicine,” saysa Dr., Winder,
,, U1UV1, of!vf L ¡1 ffl]J
ing by said White’s house, thence by said
calls on those indebted to make payment,,
Told of a mother’s love.
J
HE Subscribers having made a new ar that he may be enabled to keep his Store lem, “ is one of the best ever introduce
last mentioned road, to the Kennebunk road,
public ; in the hands of the EastIni
rangement in their business find it ne well furnished with Good Articles,
thence by the road last said, to the beginning.
Why should the tie be sever’d
de the
cessary that their Book Accounts should disposes
be
I,OT No. 4. Also another tract of land in
of his real estate, when he will close it is known only as a cure for Rheumfa i .Sir Jo
It were to meet should last!
Why should our hopes so fairly bloom
Alfred, containing ten ac’’es, more or less, closed by the first of January next. All per by Public Auction.
.
c,nv but since it has been in the ha^fls of Enra fa stock!
beginning at the corner of Thos. White’s sons indebted are requested to attend to the
N. B. On hand a lot of good laying SHIN an and American Physicians it has been'
To wither in the blast ?
certained. that Scurvy, obstinate Coughs,» ,, i
land, on the road, thence running by said above without further Notice.
For thou wast all my wishes crav a
GLES.
„ ?
approaching Consumption, have yields ipossiblel
GREENOUGH & BOD WELL.
White’s land westerly to the river, thence
Joy of her hope and mine,
Remember
the
Debts.^M
its influence.”
ence
enee o(ol
November 17,1827.
And all a parent’s love could do
northerly up said river to an elm tree, being
S. L. OSBORN.
Price
50, perbox—Sold by J. LIU! Lu.. J
the corner of George Burnham’s land, thence
Was surely done by thine.
Kennebunk,
Nov.
21,1827.
Kennebunk.
by said Burnham’s land to the road, thence
state, cal
Dec. 10,1827.
Beyond life’s troubled ocean,
southerly by said road to the beginning.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _4j[s0 we
There is a bitter sphere,
LOT No. 5. One undivided half of the
HE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
And ’tis a soothing thought to feel
Carding Machine and the privilege of water
ojti^e
the Overseers of the Poor for the town
We made thee happy here.
to carry the same, and the building m^which
iii iriisd
of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers
J. K. KEMICH, Kennebunk,
Beautiful Infant! doubly blest!
it is placed, owned in common with the heirs belonging to said town for the current year ; op
Two worlds ’twas thine to gain.
moved,
of Charles Griffin, Esq. deceased, Lots he therefore hereby forbids all persons har JL HOMAS’ & Miniature Almanacks, and
the Christian Calendar.
One that is far beyond all grief,
numbered three, four and five, are under the boring or trusting any of said Paupers on his
its strew
And this without its pam.
incumbrance of a mortgage to John Conant, account, (excepting those perspns with whom
....ALSO....
Esq. of Alfred, to secure the payment of six ,%e has made special agreements to support
red in
hundred and fifty-four dollars with annual in any of said Paupers) as I shall pay no bills of The New-England Almanac and
terest, dated October 16th, 1826,
JMasonic
Calendar.
2^1^!
the
like
kind
after
this
date.
•
LOT No. 6. A tract of land in said Alfred,
JOSIAS LITTLFIELD.
Y virtue of license from the Supreme containing
This work is on a new and improved plan,
HEATON’S noted ITCH OB
three acres, more or less, with the
Judicial Court held at Alfred, within buildings thereon,
bounded southerly by the
MENT, which has stood the
All persons are forbid I and is said to epntain more useful and correct
and for the County of York, on the third
leading to Kennebunk, southerly and harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife information than any Almanac ever published
against all other ointment, the pm
Tuesdav of September,’A. D. 1827—yviHbe road
in New-England. , Part of the extra informa which has been reduced from 50 to
easterly
by
land
of
Samuel
Clark,
and
north

sold at public vendue on Wednesday the erly by land of Jeremiah Goodwin and Board of Theodore Buzzell,on account of the above tion it contains, in addition to what is usually
cents.
twenty-third day of January next, at one man Johnson, Esqrs. being the same mes 'subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con found in works of this nature is, New and use
...ALSO...
..ÆLSO...
...
o’clock P.M. at the House ontbepremise i suage now occupied by Rev. Nathan Doug tracting will be paid.
ful Astronomical Calculations-— Important
(unless previously disposed of a* P^ate sale )
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
tyTables relating to the Tides—Lists of Offi Dr. Davenport's Billions 1
lass,
under
the
incumbrance
of
a
mortgage
all the right and interest of Ira 1 owne>. ah
cers in the U. S. Government, and of each
Charles W. Williams and William Lord
For the time these Pills have beenoi
Jane Towne, Oliver Perry Towne, and Ezra to
of the New-England States—Lists of Officers to the public, the sale of them has exce
Kennebunk, to secure the payment of
Towne, minors and children of Ezra I owne, of
of the Grand Lodges, their times and places the most sanguine expectations of the them
late of Kennebunk, in said County, yeoman, three hundred and eighty one dollars and
of meeting, together with the names, loca prietor, which may be fairly consideiti jjent0!
six cents, dated December 6, 1827.
deceased, in and to the following real es twenty
tion, and times of meeting of the Subordinate acknowledgement of their n^any virtues,
LOT No. 7. A tract of land in Lyman,
’
tate, situate ia said Kennebunk, to wit, a containing thirty acres, more or less, adjoin
Lodges, in New-England, &c. &c. The time
They are very justly esteemed for!'
tract of land in said Kennebunk, containing ing land owned by the Society of Shakers,, of
of High Water has been calculated for near a mild and safe operation as a ctthartici
about thirty acres, with a house thereon, and
hundred different places, and the very impor cases where one is necessary—-Thep
bounded Northerly and Westerly by the Thomas Sands, of John Say ward, Jr. and John —LIKEWISE—
tantcorrections dependingontbe difference of safe,-and sovereign remedy in all bilfo
Esq. and being the same tract of land
road leading from Seth Emmons house to Low,
the right ascension of th« Suri and Moon, and vers, pains in the head, stomach andta'
Kennebunk Meeting-house .^uth-eastei ly said Conant purchased of Caleb Lassel.
the distance of the latter from the Earth, indigestion, lossof appetite, dizziness,®
LOT No. 8. A tract of land in Alfred, be
bv land of the heirs of G. W. VV alhngfoi d and
have been applied. The best recommenda and billions cholic—they are likewise!
JohnSiringer and Easterly by land of said ginning at the southerly corner of land of
tion of the work is in the work itself.—Price tidote against infectious diseases, rep
! Emm ns to said void, excepting from the Benja. J. Herrick, by thé road, thence by the
FOR SALE BY
12| cents. Liberal discounts to traders.
road to the eastern branch of Mousum river,
obstructions of every kind by dissolve
premises seven eights of the mill privilege thence
by said river to land of said Herrick,
Dec. 8.
_________
g moodv
discharging the morbid matter, helpini!
L-only one eighth of the same mill privilege
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—asv
and one eighth of the mill being owned by the and by said Herrick to the beginning. Lots
Nov. 17.
seven and eight are under the in
lief for costive habits. '1 hey are soji
said minors. Also a tract of land on the op numbered
modatedto all seasons and hours, that
posite side of said road. Containing about, cumbrance of a mortgage to Benjamin J. Hermaybe taken in summer or winter,I
twenty acres, and bounded Southerly by said ricks of Alfred, to secure the payment of two
hundred
and
fifty
dollars,
with
annual
inter

time of the day, without regard to d«
road, Easterly by land of Nathaniel Smith,
est,
dated
January
29th,
1827.
QUANTITY of 0OHUSH-ROOT,
hindrance of business. Their operator
and Northerly and Westerly by land of David
LOT No. 9. A tract of land in Alfred,
or,
gentle and effectual, that by experience
Thompson jun. to said road. Also a tract of
containing
twenty
acres,
more
or
less,
bound

are found to excel any other physic ht
land situate in Kenrtebunk-Pbrt in said Coun
BLACK
SNAKE
ROOT,
ed
as
follows
beginning
at
Swett
’
s
bridge,
ty, containing abMi't eleven acres bounded
HE Subscriber offers for sale a general fore offered to the public.
for
which
a
liberal
price
will
be
given
by
the
ondhe
easterly
side
thereof,
thence
do
wn
said
The genuine are covered withat
Easterly by the road leading by the house of
assortment of HATS, viz:
plate, with the design of the GoodSi
Benjamin Downing jum—Northerly by land stream to the eastern branch of Mousum subscriber.
ltCase Superfine ; 2 do. fine ;
river,
thence
by
said
eastern
branch
to
the
tan, and the agents name thereon,
of Nathaniel Smith-Westerly by land of
A do. Imitation Beavers,
—ALSO—
John Walker—Southerly by land of Isaac Kennebunk road, thence by said road and
Nov. 23, 1827.
________ _________
—ALSO—
road
leading
to
Sanford
to
the
beginning.
Downing and said Benjamin to said road.
A
large
lot
of
low
priced
Napt
and
Felt
LOT
No.
10.
<
)ne
other
parcel
of
real
es

Wheaton's
Jaundice Billt
Conditions liberal and made known at the
tate, being all said Conant’s right, title and
tiime and place of Sale.___
37
1-2
interest in the Saw-mill and Grist-mill, with
1 JOHN TAYLOR, Guardian.
Davenporfs Celebrated Eye W
the privileges belonging to the same. Said
which will be sold as low as can be bought in,
Kennebunk, Dec. 22, 1827.
mills are known By the name of Conant’s
Boston, or elsewhere, for Cash, Country Pro A fresh supply of the above is kept"
mills in Alfred.
duce or approved credit, by
nebunkby f. LILLIE—in Wells byK
The real estate-described in numbers nine
Bi» (jOULlJe
rill—in Saco,, by E. Goodale and G.O
and ten, together with those numbered one
Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the
....ALSO....
AS FOR SALE a Urge assortment of
AKEN on Execution, all the and eight, are unde*.' the incumbrance of a
gists in Portland and Boston, zmdhf
JUST RECEIVED
School Books and Stationary, which
right in equity which Isaac mortgage to John Conant and Joseph Emer
persons in the principal towns from!
Hanscum, jun. of Lebanon, in son,
said to
county
of the payment of six hundred will be sold at fair prices for Cash, or on a rea
secure
A gaod assortment of
to Georgia.
York, yeoman, has to redeem, the follow and fourteen dollars with annual interest, dat sonable credit.
Oct. 1, 1825.
eowl
ing described real estate, situate m said Leb ed Jan. 30, 1827.
TZ^Cbuntry Traders will find it advantage
anon, to wit, fifty acres of land,, be it more or
ous to call and examine his stock, as such
BENIA. I. HERRICK, Def. Sheriff.
less, with the buildings thereon, and adjoins
arrangements have been made, as enables
Alfred, Nov. 23, 1827.
the highway, and lands of Ichabod Dixen,
him to sell by the quantity at Boston whole
Daniel James and others, being under the in
sale prices—& several, works which he pub^
WANTED, 500 Fox-Skins,
cumbrance of a mortgage to Daniel Wood,
lishes can be afforded much cheaper.
for which Cash will be paid. He also pays
HE undersigned having been app
Esq. and the said Hanscum’s right to redeem
Kennebunk, Oct. 12,1827._____
FBI AKEN on Execution, and
cash for all kind of Furs.
by the Hon. Jonas Clark,ji
said property will be sold at Public Ven York, ss. jg~
sojq at pUBJiIC
Kennebunk, Dec 7,1827.
Probate for the County of York, Com®
due, at the store of John B. AN ooi>, in said Auction-, on Monday, the fourteenth day of
ers to receive and examine the claims
Lebanon, on Saturday, the nineteenth day of January next, at the Store now occupied by
creditors to the estate of
January next, at two o’clock afternoon.
Jonathan Downing, in Waterborough, at
ANTED 300 Bushels Flax Seed for ni
COnditions'niade known¡atthe bale.
MOSES HEMMENM
/k GALLS, of a very superior qualjr
twelve
of
the
clock,
noon
;
All
the
right
in
CALEB EMERY, D. Sheriff.
which a fair price will be paid by
JL
W ty, just received and for sale by late of Shapleigh, in said county, esqu
equity which Elliot R. BowdoinYcB.s.lDyeNovember 24,1827.
D.22.
GREENOUGH,
BODWELL
Co.
deem the Farm on which he now lives, situ
Greenough, Bodwdl Co.
ceased, and the term of six months b
ated in Waterborough—the same being un November 17.
Dec. 8. _____________________________ lowed said creditors for bringing ii
der the incumbrance of a Mortgage deed to
claims1 and proving the same—heret
Daniel and William Bowdoin,.
UNITARIAN TRACT—No. 15.
notice, that they will attend thatse:
LL persons indebted to the Subscriber,
J ESSE GILMAN, Deft'y Sheriff.
OR sale by J.
REMXCH, Tract the house of Widow Maria ffemmtt
either by note or account, of from three
Alfred, Nov. 30, 1827.
‘
D8.
HIN SHEET LEAD suitable for color
No. 15, of the American Unitarian As Shapleigh, on the last Tuesday of D®
months to three years standing, are request
ing Chimney’s—fur Sale bv
inst. and of the five following montf
sociation—On the Doctrine of Pronouns'.
ed to. call and make payment on or before
GREENOUGH, BODWELL & Co. By Noah Worcester, D. D.
two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
the 1st day of January next. By attending to
N ov e mber 17.- '
JOHN BODWELL,
7 Co#
Dec. 7.
this N otice they will save cost.
EDWARD B. REM1CH. $
'
this method to inform his friends and the
■:
OLIVER PERKINS.
Shapleigh, Dec. 7, T827.
?ublic, that he has recently purchased MR..
Kennebunk, Dec. 13,1827.
AMES G^ WILSON’S patent of cutting
a n HglHE STORE lately occupied
garments-he has also received the latest Fall
F A SUPERIOR QU AL
and Winter fashions from New-York, by ffWgh JL by Mr. Stephen Towne, at
ITY, for sale at the Ken
h
’
lSLl
Kennebunk-Port.
which he hopes to give satisfaction to all who
nebunk-Port Distillery, by
Enquire
of
HENRY
CLARK,
E
sq
.
zTfc BALES of Prime quality for Sale by
may favour him with their custom.
A good assortment of J”
J. G. PERKINS.
Kennebunk-Port.
55 GREENOUGH, BO DWELL & Co.
SAMUEL MENDUM.
Blanks for sale at this Off
Dec. ..
Oct 6.
3m.
November 17.
Kennebunk, Dec. 1.

T

Commissioners’ Notice.
S

Notice,

T

Stock of Goods
UKUGS&PAINTS.

A

Good Chance

For an industrious Trader.

Stray Heifer

T

C

Particular Notice.

T

Notice.

For Sale by

T

Guardiaub s Sale.

B

W

SOCKS, OIL

Ladies’ Venitian Socks,

Winter Strained Sperm

sos.

.

.

KATS.

W anted,

A

Sohn

T

School Books Sf Sta
* tionary^

Sheriff’s Sale.
T

HATS,

JAMES K. BEMICH,

H

Fur and Hair Seal

CABS.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Flax Seed.

Commissioners’ Noi

T

W*inter Strained Oil.

W

Notice.

Sheet Lead.

A

The Subscriber takes

F

A

To Let.

Bttffalo Robes.

N. E. RUM,
O

Blanks.

